ON-BOARD TOOLS
For above the floor cleaning, the RX
Hepa is equipped with the Lindhaus
patented telescopic wand, rotating
round dusting brush, crevice tool and
stretch hose. This makes the RX Hepa
the most effortless vacuum to use for
both carpets and above floor cleaning.

Hepa
The Lindhaus RX has
become renown
worldwide thanks to its
superb filtration system

SPECIAL FILTERS

and the advanced

Carbon Active Filter/Microfilters
S-Class Hepa Filter
The RX Hepa can be equipped with an
optional special S-Class Hepa Filter
for heathcare environments, which
assures 99.97% filtration efficiency
at 0.3 micron for extreme allergy
concerns.
To trap offensive odors, Lindhaus has
developed a special carbon
active/microfilter cartridge.

technology used in its
construction.
APPROVED BY HOSPITALS
The five-stage filtration system
includes, at the final stage, an
electrostatic microfilter "3M
Filtrete" commonly used in
hospitals for biological check,
You are guaranteed that all the
exhaust air (carbon dust)
coming out from the motor
brushes is purified, obtaining a
superior exhaust air quality.

HARD FLOOR TOOLS
The efficient hard floor tools,
(LINDHAUS patented), for
surfaces like ceramic, marble,
wood, will allow you to
transform the carpet cleaner
into an electric sweeper.
Its rubber wheels glide silently
over every surface.

NET FILTRATION EFFICIENCY
100%

99.97
99.61
99%

98%

With the RX Hepa, the

WORLD CLASS CARPET CLEANER
The remarkably engineered RX Hepa Carpet
Cleaner is equipped with non marking rubber
wheels that are uniquely designed to allow the
user to easily maneuver the machine in any
direction. Two position operation allows the
user to lift the base for threshold or use the
machine in a horizontal position for the lowest
possible clearance
EXTREMELY LOW SOUND LEVEL

ELECTRONIC PROTECTION

noise level has been

The electronic circuit allows
you to regulate correctly
the height of the roller; it
makes the motor start
slowly keeping the speed
steady; it switches off the
motor instantly in case of
the roller blocking to avoid
damaging the timing belt
and all moving parts.

reduced and the ease of
handling and the operators
comfort has been
improved.
Both motors are
assembled on swinging
supports, allowing a

Certainly the quietest machine in its
class.
The 380 version can be provide , on
request, with an advanced electronic
control which gives you the possibility to
adjust the vacuum motor speed to suit
the required noise level.

further reduction of noise
and vibrations.
The replacement of the
roller from the side does
not need any tools.
The on-board accessories
have been improved
thanks to the rotating
round dusting brush and
the telescopic extension
wand.
Our success is the
customer’s satisfaction.

CHANGING THE BRUSH
The brush roller is balanced to
elimintate vibration at high
speed.
The brush roller has convergent
bristles and is assembled on
metal supports with 3 ball
bearings.
It can easily be replaced without
tools.
Two rotating cylinders allow the
machine to slide along flush with
the wall.

BLOWING
By using the optional blowing kit
you can take advantage of the
hermetically sealed components
to clear a sink clog, or remove
dust from radiators etc. You may
also use the suction and blowing
action at the same time with an
optional hose.
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MICRON

Tests with Microfilter and Carbon F.
Test with Hepa Filter
The filtration efficiency tests done on
the RX Hepa by the independent
laboratory IBR (U.S.A.), show the
result of its advanced technology.

DRY CLEANING SYSTEM
The Dry Cleaning System is the perfect
solution for cleaning carpets and rugs with
minimal effort.
No need to purchase or rent a separate
carpet cleaning machine. The patented
Dry Cleaning System is an excellent
optional accessory that is attached to the
base of the Lindhaus upright vacuum
cleaner and is used to brush in the ECO
DRY Carpet compound.
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STATE OF ART ACCESSORIES
RX Hepa has all the optional
tools required to make it the
most advance cleaning machine
on the marker today:
- Exclusive tools
- Felt or Wheeled Hard Floor
Tool
- Telescopic Wad
- Dry Cleaning System
- Eco Dry Carpet Cleaning
Compound
ENGINEERED TO LAST
Precision engineered and computer balanced
motors assure low sound levels and long life
service. Proven integrated circuits protect
motors from overload and assist operator in
making the most efficient brush height
setting.

SPECIFICATIONS

Total power
Vacuum motor
Air volume (CFM)/lt./sec.
Water lift (inch/H2O)/mm/H2O
Electronic control
Bag capacity
Full bag indicator
Washable cloth bag
3M Filtrete Microfilter
S-Class Hepa Filter
Carbon Active Filter
Blower Port
On-board accessories
Reinforced cable feet/mt.
Brush motor
Electronic control
Cogged Drive Belt
Base width
Speed
Roller support
Anti-wear protection
Sound Level db(A)
Weight (lbs)/kg.
Double insulated

RX Hepa
380 electronic

RX Hepa
450 electronic

RX Hepa
500 electronic

900W.
720W.
(102,8)/49
(79)/2000
optional
4 lt.
standard
optional
standard
optional
optional
optional
standard
35/10 mt.
180 W.
overload
and RPM
standard
15”/383mm
5000 RPM
metal
with 3 bearings
stainless steel
68.6
(17,7)/7.79
standard

920W.
720W.
(102,8)/49
(79)/2000
4 lt.
standard
optional
standard
optional
optional
optional
standard
35/10 mt.
200 W.
overload
and RPM
standard
18”/450mm
4500 RPM
metal
with 3 bearings
stainless steel
68.6
(17,98)/8.16
standard

920W.
720W.
(102,8)/49
(79)/2000
4 lt.
standard
optional
standard
optional
optional
optional
standard
5/10 mt.
200 W.
overload
and RPM
standard
0”/500mm
4500 RPM
metal
with 3 bearings
stainless steel
68.6
(18,18)/8.25
standard

Stretch hose

Bag full light
Round dusting brush

Handle and cord
release double botton

Crevice tool

Power switch
Telescopic Wand
Vacuum/sound control
Washable filter

Two ply paper bag

Exaust filter
Carrying handle
Brush adjustment
Relief valve
Pedal
Carbon brush filter
Side cover
Logic circuit

Cogged belt

APPROVALS

EUROPE

USA
UL 1017

CANADA

Metal brush
supports

Convergent bristle brush

CAN/CSA C22.2 243

The company LINDHAUS s.r.l. reserves the right to make any modification retained opportune without any prior notice.
DEALER

VIA BELGIO, 22 ZONA IND.
35127 PADOVA - ITALY
s.r.l.
PHONE 39/49/870 0307 - FAX 39/49/870 0605
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